
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Joe Guthrie (IWM SR 13038)  
 
What's more of course, the weather conditions were bad. The weather in the summer was shocking. 
We had millions of flies and corpses laying all over the place and these damn flies feeding on them 
and then coming into our cups of coffee or tea or whatever you was having. We were trying to have a 
drink of tea and we'd be doing that. And that’s how it was! These blasted flies; there were millions and 
millions of them. There was no way of stopping them of course. 
 
 
Richard Yorston (IWM SR 24554)  
 
We were on iron rations, you see. I've not touched jam since – plum and apple jam – we got that after 
we'd been there a bit. One tin of bully; a quarter-pound tin of corned beef between four of you. The 
colonel said to the cook – we had a beautiful meal one day – he said to the cook, ‘I'm not going to ask 
you where you got that meat from, but,’ he said, ‘it was marvellous, wasn't it?’ The cook said, ‘Oh yes, 
yes. We manage, sir.’ It was a horse that had been killed! As soon as it was killed the cook had 
butchered it and cooked it for the lot of us. 
 
 
Frederick Caokes (IWM SR 8287)  
 
We were issued with a pint a day. And of course the heat there was over 100 in the shade and the 
heat of the can used to dry that up, nearly. Of course, that was for shaving, washing and everything 
else, so of course we never washed! Never shaved! Oh, we just didn't wash, you see, we just went on 
getting dirtier and dirtier every day. But the trouble was, you see, there was no water there. No water 
to drink. And most of the wells you see, well you didn’t know whether they were poisoned by the 
Turks. Some of them were. And you took a risk if you took any water out of those wells. But you were 
so thirsty that you risked it, you see. Some chaps were glad to go on, to get out of it. It was so bad 
that they really wanted to die, some of them. 
 
 
Edwin Pope (IWM SR 8272)  
 
It was very cold at nights. But it was hot during the day. We didn’t have the thin khaki, cotton kind of 
tunics; we had our ordinary khaki used in England. And our overcoats weren't like the ordinary 
soldiers’ overcoats. Ours were cavalry overcoats which spread out when you were mounted on the 
horse – the back of the coat would cover right over the horse’s flanks. Well, when we first went there, 
some of the chaps cut off the bottom part so they looked like officer’s overcoats! But they were sorry 
they did so because at night it was very cold and they wished they'd kept them long. 
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Horridge, George (IWM SR 7498) 
 
No, you couldn’t get the lice away. You could go and bathe in the sea, and you could take clothes with 
you and your shirt and things but you couldn’t get rid of them. And of course it was a general sort of 
parade in the morning and everybody had their shirts off and nipping these lice between their 
thumbnails and things like that – this was a regular occurrence. We couldn’t get rid of them. Because 
of course, the blankets got infested and, when you moved, the blankets weren't given to the same 
chap every time: they had to be collected and put in bundles. Then they were dished out again and 
gradually these blankets got infested with them, everybody did. 

 
 
Eric Wolton (IWM SR 9090) 
 
And then there were patrols. I remember one coming, a Turkish patrol, and we were very proud 
because we shot two or three of them. We were proud of seeing these people, bodies lying in front… 
until, the smell was so awful, too awful, we wished we'd taken them in straight away. We used to hope 
that by shooting into these bodies that the smell would go, but they kept swelling and swelling, getting 
worse and worse and making awful smells. It was a very strange thing that, however many bullets you 
pumped into them, it didn't seem to make any difference. I thought the gases would have escaped 
and gone but it didn't appear to, not for a long time. 
 
 
Cecil Meager (IWM SR 8326)  
 
You lost all – you had no go in you at all. And if I may say – I know it is not a very pleasant thing to 
say – but there was a trench and there was a pole, you see. And we used to have to sit on the pole. 
And some of them, if you don’t mind me saying so, fell in it. Oh, it was dreadful. I should think that 
was worse than the fighting really. When I went on the peninsula, I was 11 stone. When I came off, I 
was 6 stone 6. 
 
 
Malcolm Hancock (IWM SR 7396)  
 
Well, fortunately, we were able to site those away on the lower ground behind our trenches. And it 
consisted of a trench dug out by the pioneer section of our battalion and in the crudest possible way, 
a pole was slung across and you sat on that and got on with it. It was reasonably safe there – but you 
never felt very safe in that kind of situation, if you see what I mean! 
 
 
Joseph Napier (IWM SR 7499)  
 
We found ourselves coming down onto the shore of the mainland close to the sea. And we were told 
to doss down there for the night. And I must say, looking back on it, that really was rather a shock to 
me. And I imagine much more to the senior officers and so on. Because almost for the first time in 
one’s existence, we were there just outside Gully Ravine as it was called, on this hard, rocky soil 
about – I don’t know how many yards from the shore to the cliffs above – 100 yards possibly at the 
most. And I thought, ‘Well, I haven't got my pyjamas. Where's my batman? What's going to happen to 
me?’ However, being young I dossed down, I suppose. And that was literally one’s first introduction 
over my short life to hard life in the trenches. 


